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To repeat traffic 
regulations and to learn 
to ensure safety on the 
road.
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In Russia the number of road 
accidents with participation of 
pedestrians increase every year. 
On statistical data, annually on 
roads of the country from eight 
to ten thousand pedestrians.



looks like the roadlooks like the road

as seen by the drivers

as seen by pedestrians



The rule of crossing the road for pedestrians

1. To prepare for the transition of the road in advance, 
not to make sudden jerks and do not run.



2. Be sure to look around



3. Wait for the "gap" in traffic and 
only then begin the transition.



"Pedestrian crossing" 

is an informative 

sign.



This sign indicate the location of the underpass roadway.



pedestrian road

Intended only for 

pedestrians



Pedestrian traffic is 
prohibited 



     To do any work
(сделать)

Made -



To repeat-

to remember
        (повторить)



the document 
containing rules
 (правило)

Regulations- 



Increase- growth rate (увеличение)





participation- 
                cooperation(участие)



Accident- collision(авария)



People who cross the 
road(пешеходы)

Pedestrians-



Jerks
abrupt movement(рывок)



Sudden- Unexpected action (внезапно)
 



interval, opening

Gap-
(пробел)



Indicate- to show, designate                               
location(указать)



Tunnel for safe transition(подземный переход)

Underpass



Intended- запланированный или 
      предназначенный(предназначать)



It is impossible 
                       to do something
            (запрещено)



Attention-
activity of the subject
       (внимание)



Thousand- is
   hundred forty seven F

Read questions and note statements         
True (T) False (F) Not Stated(NS) 



Crossing the road, it is possible 
to stop sharply NS



Crossing the road, 

       it is possible to run F



Annually on roads perish from eight to ten 
thousand pedestrians T



On the road it is possible
 to play a ball F



Pedestrians - 
          a) drivers of cars

    b) pilot of the plane 

           c) people who cross the road

Choose the correct answer:



Accident-
А) collision

      Б) abrupt movement

В) pedestrian crossing



      The attention is
A) activity of a subject 

B) pedestrian

C) accident



http://vse-taxi.com/news-post-bezopasnost-
na-dorogah.aspx

http://bulanschool.org.ru/pdd-2/59-
юид/477-the-main-road-signs-for-pedest
rians.html




